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Synopsis

Big Blue marks the 2003, 100th anniversary of Kentucky Wildcats basketball, with this illustrated tribute to one of college basketball’s most-revered programs. It’s a collection of the greatest players, moments and games, the greatest memories in one of the game’s greatest programs. FEATURES: Cats Champs; a celebration of the Kentucky national championship teams; Cats Coaches; a look back at the legendary players to lead the Kentucky program; Cats Legends; First and Second All-Time teams; the best of the best in Kentucky history; Cats to Remember; the unforgettable players who contributed to Kentucky hoops history; 10 most exciting moments; 10 greatest performances; Year by-year recap of all 100 seasons
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Customer Reviews

Michael Bradley is a nationally-known college sports writer whose work has appeared in The Sporting News, Sports Illustrated, Men’s Journal, Maxim, and Men’s Health among other publications. Bradley contributes analysis to The Sporting News Radio Network and is a regular contributor to Comcast SportsNet in Philadelphia

love this book!

Great book! It was exactly like the description said.
Mr Bradley has put together an exciting and comprehensive work that spans the history of Wildcat Basketball. His wordsmanship gives the uninitiated reader a sense of the tradition and history of college basketball most fabled team.
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